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Cure chronic illness and improve relationships!!!!!!Free Bonus Gift Included Inside!!!!!Discover

artistic abilities you never knew you had with help from Past Life Regression TherapyPast life

regression therapy does more than remedy the symptoms of a problem; it delves into your

subconscious, finds the root of the problem, and permanently eradicates it from your life. Limiting

fears and patterns of damaging behavior are often the results of actions taken and decisions made

in past lives. Within the pages of Past Life Regression: Healing Your Past to Improve Your Future,

you will discover methods for atoning for past actions and reversing limiting decisions so that you

can move on with your present life. In refusing to take advantage of this valuable information, you

allow your past to limit your future.You will find out how to heal past traumas in order to erase

present phobias; renegotiate contracts that may be trapping you in negative relationships; and take

advantage of skills your past selves have honed to perfection over the course of many

centuries.Past regression therapy is based on ancient Buddhist and Hindu philosophy as well as

Einstein's fundamental theory of relativity. It has turned poverty into financial gain and transformed

damaging relationships into healthy families. In passing up your opportunity to learn more about this

powerful transformational tool, you ignore the wisdom of the world's most trusted scientists and

philosophers. If you have ever wondered about the source of your bad luck in life, you will find your

answers in the pages of Past Life Regression: Healing Your Past to Improve Your Future. 7

Reasons to Buy This Book1. Escape damaging relationships2. Discover artistic talents3. Erase

fears and phobias from your life4. Find your ultimate purpose in life5. Stop patterns of bad luck6.

Learn more about your past identities7. Improve your karmaHere Is A Preview Of What You'll

Learn...How to access your subconsciousHow to atone for past mistakesHow to achieve

NirvanaHow to heal past traumasHow to rid yourself of limiting phobiasHow to improve your

relationshipsHow to bring past selves into the presentHow to acquire the talents of your past

selvesHow to alter your Preconception ContractHow to alter relationship contractsHow to solve

financial troublesMuch, much more!Want To Learn More?Take action today and download this book

for a limited time discount of only $2.99!Download Your Copy Right Now! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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I'm a skeptic of past life regression (PLR) and I still am one, but that has more to do with my

personal beliefs than the book. There's no denying that this book is extremely informative on the

topic. I like how the book addresses skeptics right from the start and mentions that PLR therapy has

triggered real healing (perhaps through other means) even if one does not believe in it. Also, as a

friend of someone who is a believer, I now have a better understanding of the subject from my

friend's point of view after reading what the book has to say. Overall, this was an eye-opener and I

recommend this to anyone who's considering past life regression therapy or who wants to learn

more about it.

I'm not a past life regression practitioner but I'm trying to access past life memories by working with

a hypnotist and doing my own meditation.Even so this book was fascinating for me. It goes far

beyond just the mechanics of hypnotizing someone although that is covered for the professionals

who regress others for a living. It looks at past life memories and the time between lives from a

broad perspective as far as how they relate to each other and to this current life. The author seems

to have certain psychic abilities and be able to travel in other dimensions such as the 'astral' plane

of existence.

The idea that we have all lived past lives is fascinating. I'm not sure that I believe it 100%, but



there's no way we can possibly know for sure as humans, so I like to read about it and keep an

open mind. This book has been an interesting read--lots of info and stories. Recommended.

I believe in Karma. Last time I read different books about healing energy. I came across a very

interesting book as it is!! I found answers for some important questions in my life because the book

is well larded with step sequence for reliving your past lives. Thanks to the author!

Is something can help, my attitude is why not? I am highly pleased with the information on this book

especially on hypnosis and how it can help you overcome issues of the yester-years. Fear is a big

challenge to many people that prevents us from moving on with progress and this book shows

readers the techniques you can use to overcome such fears.
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